Real Vision Imaging (RVI) for Windows:
RVI software is equipped with everything needed for
most paperless office projects. Digitized documents
can be securely accessed from the office, over the
web or even from a mobile device. RVI supports the
capture of scanned paper documents and imported
PC files (word processing, spreadsheets, emails,
audio-visual, PDF print output and more).
RVI for Windows runs natively on a PC server using
a Microsoft SQL database to store index values.
Documents can be archived to network storage
devices or supported WORM (Write Once Read
Many) appliance solutions. RVI can be installed as
a stand-alone system or integrated with existing
business applications for greater efficiency.
RVI offers comprehensive features to meet your
advanced needs along with easy-to-understand
pricing. There are no user-based fees, workstation
charges or optional modules to purchase (OCR
extraction is an exception). Subscription pricing and
an entry level system provide cost-effective options
for smaller projects faced with tighter budgets.
Two RVI for Windows systems are available:


RVI Complete includes all product features and
is licensed for unlimited users.



RVI Express includes all product features but is
restricted to 10 concurrent users. It can be
upgraded to RVI Complete (unlimited users) by
paying the license differential charge.

Existing RVI customers planning to migrate from an
IBM i platform to a PC Windows environment should
contact the office to discuss license transfer charges
and conversion services that will be required.

Some of the key highlights of the RVI for Windows
Complete solution are as follows:

















Native application for PC Windows servers
Unlimited RVI users / no add-on modules
Expandable to multiple applications / departments
99 unique indexes per application / department
Annual support (15%) includes future RVI releases
Capture system included (optional OCR extraction)
Microsoft integration (Send-To-RVI plug-in)
PC file imports (virtual print driver / drag & drop)
Flexible storage / retention / purge options
Security controls / detailed audits
Advanced workflow / approval system included
eSignature support (signature pads / mobile devices)
Multiple user interface / delivery options
Integration - program calls / screen scrape utility
Web enabled for remote / workbasket access
Mobile apps for Apple / Android devices

With RVI, it’s never complicated or expensive and we
provide the installation & training resources to bring it all
together for your paperless office project. Call one of our
certified document imaging specialists to discuss your
requirements or to schedule an RVI demo:
John Paul Roundtree, RVI Marketing Director
johnpaul@realvisionsoftware.com or 318-855-0283
Len Knudsen, RVI Solution Specialist
len@realvisionsoftware.com or 318-268-3453
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Questions & Answers about RVI for Windows:
1. Is the RVI for Windows system the same as RVI for IBM i?
They are functionally similar but not identical. Both are native applications for on-premises servers so they do
use different operating systems and databases. The Windows solution was developed in PHP while the IBM i
solution is an RPG application. RVI for IBM i has been around for nearly 30 years so it is more robust with a
comprehensive spool file system and extensive workflow / integration capabilities.
2. What is the user interface for RVI for Windows?
RVI OneLook is the common end user interface across all three of the RVI systems (IBM i / Windows / Cloud).
OneLook offers simplicity, functionality, and fast performance for the user. It is a browser interface so there is
no code to download on workstations. And it provides a consistent experience across all RVI platforms so
future IT plans involving a server change will have a minimal impact on the end users.
3. Can RVI for Windows system be interfaced with our core applications?
Yes. RVI can be implemented as a stand-alone system or interfaced with your key software applications. A
screen-scrape interface utility is included with RVI for Windows as well as program calls. As there are always
variations, we recommend testing in advance to determine the best interface approach to use.
4. Does RVI for Windows support more than just scanned documents?
Yes. A capture system is included in the base product to scan paper documents and import PC files. There is
a Microsoft plug-in to add a Send-To-RVI button to the task bar of your Microsoft Office / Outlook applications.
A virtual print driver is available for non-Microsoft PC applications and a wide variety of digital files can also be
imported using the RVI Drag & Drop feature.
5. Does RVI for Windows include workflow capabilities?
Yes. Advanced workflow is included which enables you to automate work distribution (workbaskets, routing,
rules), to approve work items (various user actions) and to obtain detailed audit / count information.
6. What hardware will I need with RVI for Windows?
The primary considerations are for capture and storage. Scanner devices are used to digitize paper documents
and a PC workstation is recommended for production capture. A Windows server is required to run the RVI
software equipped with an SQL database to store RVI index data. Storage capacity needs are dependent on
workload projections and backup procedures. RVI is not a hardware reseller and does not provide specific
recommendations for hardware devices or network infrastructure (these are customer responsibilities).
7. Can I transfer my existing RVI for IBM license to RVI for Windows?
Yes. Current IBM i customers with an active RVI support agreement can transfer their RVI Express / Complete
licenses to Windows. A 40% loyalty discount is extended towards the purchase price of an RVI for Windows
license (annual support is unchanged). Conversion services are required from RVI (call our office for a quote).
8. What RVI for Windows systems are available?
RVI for Windows is available as a Complete or Express system. Both are functionally equivalent and include all
product capabilities. RVI Complete is authorized for unlimited users while Express has a ten concurrent user
restriction. RVI Express can be upgraded to Complete for the license differential charge and an adjustment to
the annual support fee. Both systems are available for purchase (one-time charge) or on a subscription plan
(monthly charges which includes RVI support).
9. What RVI technical resources are available for support?
RVI provides 100% of the technical product support for our software (RVI Purchase Agreement terms). RVI
also offers professional installation & training services for your paperless projects. The specific tasks required
(along with the services price quote) would be documented in a Scope of Work prepared for your project.
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